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Grabber 16

Grabber S

Forks

NEW B&B AND LANDSCAPING EQUIPMENT

Grabber 20

Handler SQUARE

Grabber 32

Handler ROUND

The BIG JOHN Grabber is designed to fit all late-model skidsters and enables the operator to move, 

load, and unload B&B material quickly and safely, with no additional manpower. The uniquely shaped 

paddles cradle the plant or tree root ball, preventing damage and insuring stability of the load as it’s 

being transported across rough terrain. It quickly attaches to skid steers with auxiliary hydraulics and 

safely handles root balls 14" to 54" in size. Telescoping arms on extends its reach to over 8 feet and 

can move and place boulders up to 3000 lbs.

Add-ons for the BIG JOHN Grabber frame provide the operator with more options for handling 

multiple root balls (BIG JOHN Forks), or fragile items like lawn decorations or freshly set potted trees 

(BIG JOHN Handler).

If you’re operating in tight quarters, use 

compact equipment like the BIG JOHN Grabber S. It 

swings to the side to pick up (or set down) the pot, 

then swings back travel 

down the row.
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Porter

Shovel MINIShovel 

Auger

A BIG JOHN Porter help you move large numbers of pots at one 

time. Whether transporting eighteen 10-gallon pots at a time, or one 

hundred 1-gallon pots, the time savings using the Porter is obvious.

Standardized components are used to minimize the cost of 

manufacture, but the overall width of the unit is fabricated to your 

specifi cations. You select the number of standard tines you need for 

your situation. Since the mounting bar is custom-built for each order, 

it can be fi tted to any loader or skidster. 

The BIG JOHN Auger 

works like an auger should. 

It keeps the walls of the 

hole where they belong: not 

falling back into the hole. The 

tapered hole is much like the 

root ball itself, so little staking 

is often necessary.

No matter what you’re 

digging, the BIG JOHN Shovel 

simply works. From transplanting 

trees on site and tearing out old 

landscapes, to placing boulders, 

stone, or mulch, the Shovel does 

the job well and tirelessly; no 

need to straighten it.

for more information visit prolinegrabber.com or call (888) 288–5308
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